April 21, 1937

Dear Huxley,

I have now looked through your chapter on Mendelism and Evolution, and must thank you for your many kind references to my own work. I thought at one place that you might have fairly expressed a warmer appreciation of what Ford has done. I have expressed almost everything I wanted to say in verbal emendations, often, no doubt, of mis-typings, though occasionally modifying the sense.

In respect of p 51 and some following sections, I doubt if polymorphism involves linked lethals so often as you suggest; though Gerould at least puts forward a strong case for this interpretation in Colias.

In one case, p 22, I have drafted a rather fuller statement, as, without it, it is difficult to say anything definite about polydactyly in the experimental crosses which have been made between domestic breeds.

Yours sincerely,
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Note

In case it may be convenient, I enclose bibliography with publication in Dominance marked (D)